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Context and objectives of the RDR

Context
The RDR has been undertaken in the context of the Twin Peaks market
conduct mandate and the TCF framework
Financial
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 Backward-looking

 Forward-looking
 Pre-emptive and proactive

 Compliance-based

 Outcomes-focused

 “One-size-fits-all”

 Risk-based and proportionate

 “Silo” approach

 Comprehensive and consistent
 Intensive and intrusive…

Context
• The RDR is a prominent example of this more interventionist approach
to market conduct regulation
Financial
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“Treating Customers Fairly in the Financial Sector:
A draft Market Conduct Policy framework for SA”,
National Treasury, December 2014

Objectives of the RDR
To ensure that financial products are distributed in ways that support
delivery of TCF outcomes and enable –
Financial
• Delivery
Services
Board

of suitable products and fair access to suitable advice

• Customers to understand and compare the nature, value and cost of
advice and other services
• Enhanced intermediary professionalism to build consumer confidence
and trust
• Customers and distributors to benefit from fair competition for quality
advice and services, at prices more closely aligned with the service
provided
• Sustainable business models for financial advice

Scope of the RDR

Financial
• A mainly retail focus – wholesale market reforms are being
Services
Board through complementary processes (e.g. retirement reform)

• A cross-cutting, cross-sectoral approach

• Particular focus on advice

addressed

Risks of current distribution landscape
Risks to fair customer outcomes:
•

Inherent conflicts of interest in commission/fees from product provider

Financial
• Accountability
Services
Board

for quality of advice/customer outcomes not always clear

Risks to intermediary sustainability:
•

Financial advisers not always properly remunerated for advice

•

Value of financial adviser’s services not properly recognised

•

Up-front commission not a sustainable business model

•

Inappropriate incentive structures expose intermediaries to regulatory risk

Risks to effective supervision:
•

Imbalances in product supplier/intermediary responsibilities

RDR proposals
RDR outlines a total 55 specific proposals, under 3 main headings:
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• Services provided by intermediaries
• Product supplier / intermediary relationships
• Remuneration

Final RDR proposals, informed by the consultation process, will be
implemented in 3 phases as the Twin Peaks legislative architecture
evolves

Types of services provided by
intermediaries:
An activity-based approach

An activity-based approach
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Services to
customer

Advice

Services connecting
product suppliers
and customers

Sales execution

Financial planning
Ongoing maintenance/
servicing

Services to
product supplier

Outsourced functions
Binder
Functions

Up-front product advice
Platforms
Ongoing product advice

Aggregation services /
referrals

Other Outsourced
Functions

Product supplier / intermediary
relationships:
Untangling the web

Types of adviser defined
• Three types of adviser defined – independent financial adviser (IFA);
multi-tied adviser; tied adviser
Financial
• An adviser who meets standards to be a financial
Services
Boarddesignation in addition to one of the other three

planner may use this

• An IFA must meet 2 sets of criteria:
•

Product & product supplier choice

•

Freedom from product supplier influence

• Freedom from influence includes:
•

No agency / rep / outsourcing / other mandated relationship

•

No product supplier targets

•

No direct or indirect ownership or similar financial interests

“Hybrid” advice models
RDR includes a range of proposals to reduce unwarranted complexity • Insurer tied advisers
Financial
Services
insurer’s products
Board

no longer able to provide advice on another

• “Juristic representatives” to be disallowed from providing advice
• An adviser may not act as a representative of more than one adviser
firm
• General review of ownership arrangements between product suppliers
& financial advisers

Remuneration proposals:
Removing conflicted incentives

Remuneration: investment products
Removing the potential for product bias in retail investment advice:
• No remuneration from a product supplier may be paid or received
Financial
Services
• Remuneration for advice and sales execution will comprise advice
Board

fees only,

agreed up-front with the client
•

No regulated caps on advice fees, but regulator will issue guidelines – must
be reasonable and commensurate to cost of providing service

•

Advice fees don’t have to be paid up-front; can be paid in instalments with
collection facilitated by the product provider

•

Exceptions will apply for the low-income market

Remuneration: investment platforms
Investment platform administration (LISPs):
Financial
• Platform administration fees to be disclosed, agreed
Services
customer as the platform’s only remuneration
Board

•

to and paid for by the

Payments from product suppliers or investment managers, including rebates,
will be prohibited

Remuneration: life risk policies
Long-term insurance risk policies:
Financial
• Advice fee can be negotiated with client for up-front and on-going advice
Services
Board
• Mix of up-front sales commission and as-and-when service fee (max 50%

up-front) – commission levels to be reviewed, and changes phased in
•

As-and-when service fee conditional on on-going service – can be stopped

•

No commission or service fee for policy replacement (advice fee can be
charged) – to avoid incentive-driven churn

•

Manner in which “equivalence of reward” is applied will be reviewed

Remuneration: short-term insurance
Short-term insurance policies:
Financial
• Advice fee can be negotiated
Services
replaces section 8(5) fee
Board

with client for up-front and on-going advice –

•

All remuneration as-and-when, to cover both sales commission and service
fee – commission levels to be reviewed, and changes phased in

•

Stricter conditions for cover cancellations – to avoid incentive-driven churn

General standards
• No financial interests may be provided by product suppliers to
intermediaries unless specifically provided for in the regulatory
Financial
framework
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• Standardised terminology to describe types of services, fees and
charges and to disclose the impact of these on benefits
• Disclosure relative to fee guidelines or benchmarks to be set by the
regulator
• Standards will apply to content, timing and record keeping of
remuneration disclosures

Outsourcing
To avoid conflict of interest, no product supplier or investment management
functions may be outsourced to a financial adviser, unless specifically
permitted and regulated
Financial
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• Includes

prohibition on CIS manco outsourcing investment management to an
entity that is also an adviser (e.g “authorised agent” or 3rd party models)

•

Does not affect outsourcing to entities acting solely for a product supplier, that
are not advisers or associates of an adviser

Some exceptions where outsourcing to an adviser will be permitted (with
comment invited on other permissible outsourcing) – e.g. binder functions –
but subject to regulated fees

Implications: financial advisers
What do we expect of financial advisers?
•

Decide whether to operate on an IFA, multi-tied or tied basis

Financial
Services
• Clearer
Board

disclosure around nature, scope and cost of services

•

Review of business models – “back to basics” in terms of core advice role

•

Opportunities for sustainability by demonstrating expertise and value-adding
advice and service

•

Provide on-going advice and service if receiving on-going client fees

•

Aligning your remuneration model with client interests and moving away from
conflicted remuneration models

•

Providing information to product providers to enable monitoring of TCF outcomes

Implications: product suppliers
What do we expect of product suppliers?
•

Delivery of TCF outcomes is a shared responsibility with financial advisers –
Financial
extent of product supplier responsibility is tied to level of influence over chosen
Services
distribution channel (IFA, multi-tied or tied), including:
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• Checking that advisers have adequate product knowledge

•

•

Reasonable pre-contracting assessment of TCF delivery capacity

•

Reasonable monitoring of TCF indicators at adviser level, plus appropriate
response to mitigate identified risks

•

Identifying high risk activities, with risk mitigation controls in place

•

Complaints management and mitigation processes

•

Monitoring adherence to fee guidelines, where fees are facilitated

Increased focus on product development to meet needs of target market
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RDR: Initial feedback

General comments
•

Support for the objectives of the review

•

Main areas of comment:
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Categories of advisers

•

Product supplier accountability

•

Implications for outsourcing and cross-ownership arrangements

•

Investment product remuneration

•

Investment platform models and remuneration

•

Commission structure for life insurance risk products

•

Concerns about scale of change and the need to phase-in to avoid disruption

•

Questions about how RDR will change distribution landscape and whether all
changes will result in better customer outcomes

Adviser categorisation
• A suggestion to draw a distinction between description of types of
advisers for customer disclosure purposes versus for purpose of
Financial
regulation of product supplier responsibility
Services
Board

• Argued that key measure of independence is freedom from product
supplier influence (i.e. no need to specify a minimum range of products /
product suppliers)
• Product supplier influence comes with accountability for advice
• Influence includes employment/contractual relationship, sales targets,
outsourcing arrangements, cross-ownership

Permitted outsourcing
• A suggestion that outsourcing should be prohibited for IFAs but
permitted for multi-tied or tied advisers, provided these outsourcing fees
Financial
Services
are commensurate with reasonable costs – argued that conflict can be
Board
addressed through disclosure and product supplier accountability
• Argued that 3rd party CIS portfolios can be beneficial to clients
• Raises questions around level playing-fields

Investment product remuneration
• General support for shift to advice fee model for “investment products”
(defined as single premium policies or CIS)

Financial
Services
• Mixed
Board

views on whether advice fee appropriate for “savings products”
(defined as recurring premium policies) – but does this deal with
product bias?

• Support for special dispensation for low-income market to allow
commission on investment products that meet certain standards

Investment platform remuneration
• General, but not unanimous, support for shift to “clean pricing”, with
prohibition on LISP rebates

Financial
Services
• LISPs
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believe they should be able to receive “outsourced fees” from
product suppliers for certain services

• Concerns with proposals that LISPs must:

• charge clients the same administration fee regardless of the fund
invested in
• give equal prominence to different funds/products featured on the
LISP menu

Life risk product remuneration
• Propose that a higher proportion of commission be paid up-front
Financial
• Unsure
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whether customers will pay advice fee for advice on risk policies

• Concerned about impact on sustainability if change to 50% up-front
introduced at same time as other reforms
• Mixed views on prohibition on commission for replacement policies

• Propose lighter touch on equivalence of reward / delayed implementation
• Reforms should deal with adviser remuneration for post-retirement
annuities
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Lessons from UK RDR
post-implementation review

RDR post-implementation review
Review considered whether RDR is on course to deliver its original aims –
overall, evidence shows a positive picture:
Financial
• Removal of commission has reduced product bias from adviser recommendations
Services
•Board
Easier for consumers and advisers to compare platforms, increasing competition

and reducing platform charges
•

Product prices have fallen by at least the amount paid in commission pre-RDR

•

Providers who sold lower or no commission products pre-RDR are now competing
on a more equal basis (e.g. passive funds)

•

Adviser charging is likely to have increased post-RDR, at least for some
consumers

•

Net impact on total cost of investment will take longer-term review, but advice
quality likely to have improved

RDR post-implementation review
Has RDR created an “advice gap”?
•

Little evidence that the availability of advice has reduced significantly due to RDR

Financial
• Some
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exit from advisory market in run-up to RDR, but this has now stabilised

•

However, transparency on cost of advice has led some consumers to seek
cheaper forms of advice, e.g. simplified or automated advice

•

To be addressed in SA by retaining a special dispensation for low-income market

Has disclosure of scope of services and cost of advice worked?
•

Consumer research suggests that consumers’ understanding of both adviser
charges and the nature of advice is limited

•

Further research on better ways to present information on the nature of advice

Intended impact on structure of investment market?

RDR: The way forward

Phased implementation
Final RDR proposals, informed by the consultation process, will be
phased in as the Twin Peaks legislative architecture evolves –
Financial
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1 (Priority proposals): Changes to be made within current regulatory
framework – between close of comment and promulgation of Financial Sector
Regulation Act (between now and end 2015)

•

Phase 2: Changes post effective date of Financial Sector Regulation Act –
estimated during the course of 2016

•

Phase 3: Changes post effective date of future overarching “Conduct of
Financial Institutions Act” - estimated in course of 2017

Next steps
Between now and end 2015 the FSB aims to:
• Analyse comments received – approx. 70 sets of comment being collated
Financial
Services
• Carry out additional technical work and consultation on selected proposals
Board
•

Finalise, consult on, and implement the identified priority proposals – likely
to be staggered during the course of the year

•

Finalise and communicate a roadmap for the remaining proposals, aligned
to FSR Bill developments

RDR Implementation project
An internal FSB RDR implementation project team is being established,
with 6 workstreams:
Financial
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Adviser categorisation

Investments

•

Long-term risk

•

Short-term insurance

•

Sales execution & other intermediary services

•

Low-income market

Each workstream to sequence its work as per the implementation phases
Industry consultation to be structured along similar lines, with co-ordination
through a representative Steering Committee

Questions?

